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Tools for Teachers

PHILOSOPHY
Yoga Ed. believes that physical, mental and emotional health and well-being are directly
correlated with enjoying successful relationships and a fulfilling life. Therefore, we are
committed to modeling and teaching yoga-based exercises and techniques that develop
what the medical profession has determined are the two key contributors to lifetime
health and wellness: self-awareness and self-management. When students and teachers
are taught to regularly address the conditions of their mind-body states and know how to
implement specific tools to support their health and well-being, they are empowered to
create a harmonious inner and outer environment which has been shown to improve
focus, concentration, creativity, responsible behavior and academic achievement.

INTRODUCTION
Tools for Teachers are yoga-based techniques such as conscious breathing, basic yoga
poses, and simple movement games and visualizations. All activities are designed for the
classroom, require no extra equipment or space and take only 5 - 15 minutes to produce
positive results. According to the classroom teachers that use these tools, the time spent
on yoga is well worth it! They not only help teachers and their students feel energized
about the work at hand, they make class time fun, easier and more enjoyable.
Fundamental yoga techniques such as conscious breathing, basic yoga poses, kinesthetic
play and visualization techniques improve and enhance leaming, behavior, harmony and
balance. These yoga-based tools are simple and effective, producing both immediate and
long-term results.

4 KINDS OF YOGA TOOLS
Breathing Exercises: Conscious breathing allows you and your students to de-stress,
release tension, calm and balance the nervous system to increase intellectual receptivity
and well-being. Breathing is the primary connection to our vitality or life-force.
Awareness of breath brings the mind into the body; it slows you down and brings you
inside, allowing you to becomepresent. Being present means that your attention is in the
here and now fully, an important condition for learning!



Games: Physical fun and kinesthetic play are both appealing to children and educational.
These activities release mental tension and explore physical challenges in a non-
competitive way that enhances fifiress, teamwork skills and creative thinking. Games are
a great resource to have at your fingertips for helping kids focus, integrate and develop
skills. They can be used as wann-ups, rewards, energizers, organizers or just plain fun.
Games speak the language of children who learn best through play. Invite that creativity
from your students and help them take responsibility for their own discipline, learning
and progress.

Yoga Poses: Simple movements and postures that integrate, soothe and energize the
body and mind by releasing tension and stress, activating coordination and awareness and
stimulating circulation. Yoga poses help children develop awareness, strength,
flexibility, balance, coordination and focus. You do not need yoga mats or a lot of space
to do yoga poses. You can use your carpet area, you can move tables and desks back to
make an open space or you can do chair yoga sitting in or using your chair in a variety of
ways. Students can also stand, sit and even lie down behind or next to their desks.

Time-In: Time that students are asked to shift their focus and awareness intemally. This
time can be spent sitting up or lying down, in silence or accompanied a visualization or
music or just breathing.. Going inside allows students to rest and recharge as well as
become more aware and responsible for themselves. It offers them time to explore,
reflect on and sort out their own thoughts, ideas, judgments and feelings in a non-reactive
way. When one shifts attention from the outer world to the internal world, brain waves
slow down. The right brain is activated for greater creativity and students feel a deeper
connection to their inner selves and resources. This time also allows students to intesrate
and process what they are learning.

WHY USE YOGA IN EDUCATION?
Inhispresentation,@attheLearningandtheBrainConference,
2003, Gessner Geyer, M.A., Ed. M. Harvard University, founder and CEO of Brainergy, Inc.,
described yoga as the "ultimate mind-body tool for psychological growth and personal
development." He explained the physiological impact of doing yoga on every organ of the
body and summed up his research with the following three points.

1. Yoga practice is an effective means of teaching children how to "strengthen and
nourish the integrity of their central nervous systems."

2. Yogapractice is especially helpful in fostering some of the "habits of mind" that help
develop students as "optimal learners."

3. YogaEd. is, in my opinion, simply the best, most extensive, and most thoughtfully
infused Yoga curriculum that exists in education today.

Yoga Ed. Yoga Tools practiced in the classroom offer both teachers and students a way to
take responsibility for their mind-body states. Tltus,yoga education translates into self-
awareness and participation in using tools to regularly refresh and reconnect to center in
order to be calm, focused, creative, caring and productive.



SUPPORTING RESEARCH: YOGA,S IMPACT ON CHILDREN

ADD / ADHI)
ln studies addressing ADD / ADHD, the following results were found:

o Decreased hyperactivity and impulsivity - Zinkin, 1985
r Increased self control - Zinkin, 1985
r Increased attention span - Kinkin, 1985
o Reduced anxiety, therefore higher IQ scores and improved complex learning

skills - Proger Myrick, 1980
o Increased spatial memory - Naveen, Nagendra, Telles, 1997

Physical Fitness and Nutrition
ln studies addressing Physical Fitness and Nutntion, the following results were found:

o Decreased resting heart rate - Narendran, Raghuraj, Nagarathna, 1997
r lncreased motor skills perfonnance - Narendran, Raghuraj, Nagarathn4 1997
r lncreased pulmonary frrnction and exercise capacity - Jian, Rai, Valecha, Jha,

1997
r Increased body / self image satisfaction - Clance, Mitchell, Engleman, 1980
o lncreased muscular fitness - Gharote, 1976
o Improved body weight, density, cardiovascular endurance, anaerobic power -

Bera, Rajapurk, 1993
r Signtficant improvement for bronchial asthmatics (including ceasing medication)

- Nagendra, Nagendra, 7986
r Decreased substance abuse by strenglhening mental resolve and decreasing

anxiety - Tellen, Naveen, 19997
r Improved posture - Savic, Pfau, Skoric, Spasojevic, 1990

Academic Performance
ln studies addressing academic performance, the following results were found:

r Improved decision making skills - Rozrnan, 1994
r lncreased attention span - Zipkin, 1985
r Improved communication skills - Zipkin,-1985
r Increased IQ and social adaptation - Nagendrq Nagarthn4 Vaidehi, 1989
r Increased academic achievement - Zipkin, 1985



THE BENEFITS OF YOGA:
Yoga is non-competitive.

Everyone can do it, feel good about it and even help each other with it.
Yoga requires staying present.

Kids develop focus, concentation and discipline. They experience how their own
mind-body system works and therefore leam how to work better with them selves.
Kids learn how to impact their inner state becoming more responsible for their
choices and health.

Yoga is practical, Iow cost preventative medicine
Kids balance and restore with themselves by going inside
Kids shift the stress response in their autonomic nervous systems and move from
fight or flight to creativity and enjoyment.

Yoga creates: balance, integration, flexibility, quiet
Kids slow down brain waves, align body, breath and mind and become present.
They also wring out tensions and toxins. They feel better, are more relaxed and
can focus and participate fully in the learning process.

Yoga expands and enriches awareness and the experience of our inner life.
Kids are less reactive, more self-aware and make better choices.

Yoga is a tool we can use to navigate and fulfill our own destiny
Kids develop a greater sense of SELF; they are more creative, communicative,
compassionate and alive.


